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Abstract–--Stitching different images is
basically a process where multiple photos
or images of an adjacent field of camera
view are merged to produce a high-super
resolution panoramic output image. In
terms of medical imaging, computer
vision,
military
automatic
target
recognition, the importance of image
mosaic can be seen. The registration of
images consists of five main stages:
feature identification and detection,
distinctive feature matching, outer
rejection,
transformation
function
derivations of features, and image
reorganization. Here, the main algorithm
mentioned is based on Harris, regional
symmetry, chaos based on differences
and surf-based features. The main aim of
this research article is to implement a
high- resolution or super quality along
with requiring low time of computing
for image stitching system. Second,
several different feature detectors are
also compared. In order to measure a
correct rate and processing time of keypoints, HARRIS method which uses a
principle of Corner Detection method ,
SURF
,
SIFT or FAST features
detectors/descriptors methods is verified.
Second, to improve the quality of the
stitching process, we have verified the
manipulation of
the implementation
of the various types of traditional image
blending methods to remove visible
seams produced at the time of stitching
images.. From test results, we infer that
the quickest, most reliable and higherefficient FAST algorithm. The pyramid
blending process is also the best method
suitable for stitching purpose. Finally, we
generated
a
FAST-based
image
mosaicing system along-with a pyramid
blending based method.
Keywords –Image stitching, Invariant
Scaling Feature Transforming (SIFT),
Robust Feature Speed-up Detector (SURF),
Pyramid blending.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The image stitching method
consists of the stitching of different images
after a geometrical correlation has been
formed between the images. Coordinated
transformations, usually associated to the
different system of coordinates, are
geometric relations. An Image stitching is a
fusion composed by a series of images and
is achieved by understanding geometrical
associations
between
images.
The
geometric associations are the positions of
the various object coordinates The
geometric correspondence between the
images is established during image
registration, in order to transform them,
compare them and analyse them in a
common reference frame. A warping
operation applies the corresponding
transformations instead
of
merging
distorted images with the overlapping
areas . basically Image Blending or fusing
technique
is
the strategy which changes grey
image levels
near the
image borders
so that a smooth transition between images
can be achieved by technique of removing
these visible seams to create a final
blended picture.
Stitching quality is
determined by the comparing similarities
between the two corresponding, composite
overlapped images. Therefore, exposure of
the visible seams should be omitted
between the overlapping images. The direct
approach which is based on pixel level and
feature-based approach which is based on
feature level approach are two basic
approaches
of
image
mosaicing.
The purpose of the direct method is
to reduce explicitly mismatching of the
number of pixels to pixels [1]. The
techniques focused on the features based,
however, depends on detecting and
extracting key image features and then
matching
a number of these
key
image features [2]. Feature-based approach
begins by finding similarities of the input
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image key feature points. Many primary
properties such as noise invariance,
conversion and rotation transformations and
scale variation must be included in the
reliable detectors. Some feature-based
methods, such as HARRIS detector[3],
SIFT [2], ―features from Accelerated
Segment
Test
(FAST)
―
[ 4],
SURF[5,], which are basically used in
computer
vision
and
other related applications. First
of all,
it relies
on the basic nature of the
problem to choose a reliable image key
feature detector. some of the required
characteristics
like
the
invariant
detector rotation and scale is the best
choice, like SURF and SIFT technique for
the purpose of image stitching and pattern
recognition applications. There are two
primary mechanisms of feature-based
approaches: first image registration and
second blending of overlapped images to
remove visible seams. The registrationof
images phase is
basically
the cornerstone of the mosaicing process
to seek transitions to match two or more
overlapped images The phase that
incorporates these images decides how to
create a beautiful panorama. There are four
main aspects to the current proposal of the
research paper: Such phases involve FAST
feature detection algorithm, FREAK
description for kay features detected, and
the combination methodology, RANSAC
algorithm
image
matching,
and
implementation of the pyramid blending
process.
The further
part
of this
paper is arranged in remaining six different
sections.
Section 2 provides literature
survey
of
the
associated work in image mosaicing which
highlights
on
increasing image
blending quality. Further Section 3 briefs
on certain specific identification features
and techniques for characterization of
image features. Section 4 discusses some of
the common blending processes used in
photo mosaicing model. Section 5 addresses
the evaluation of the current image
mosaicing process. Part 6 demonstrates the
experimental results. Section 7, ultimately,
presents a summary and recommendations
for future work.
2. RELATED WORK
As highlighted in the paper labelled
"Dominant plane homography for parallax
object stitching"[6], Larger parallax issue
contained in the image stitching algorithm
is treated Matching points are chosen as
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pairs and the value of clusters is calculated.
Traditional seam cutting technique is
updated to achieve a clear edge. As
Compared to local distortion, It is seen that
removing
global image distortion
is accepted. however, this Cannot cope
when the image does not contain greater
parallax and is full of salient features.
Imaging should have at least abnormal
characteristics for this approach to function.
This technique overcomes lighting changes
from different exhibitions, As explained in
paper Taeyup Song et.al "Image seams by
chaos-inspired
dissimilarity
measure"
[7]. In this method explained, key image
feature points are collected by SIFT
method. outliers
key
features are
then removed by using the new feature
matching algorithm with the k-d search tree
(KDT) method and k nearest neighbour‘s
(KNN) algorithm points. An image
Mosaicing
algorithm
is presented in paper[8] which is based on
feature extraction. There, the image edge
features pixels were
derived
from the Canny edge detection technique
and the sensor outline of the images was
aligned. This is a new way of computing
feature edge pixels in the stitching
algorithm; this algorithm is accurate and
effective. In paper "Preservation of object
stitching distortion" [9], integrating spatial
projection conversion and analogous
transformation in space from nonoverlapping regions into non-overlapping
areas.
But further
transformations
including reflection,
rotation
and
regional geometries were not taken into
consideration in this technique. This is the
area in which this method can be evolved.
[10] A multi-detector algorithm comparison
has been undertaken. This paper also
presents a widespread test images data set
called "Oxford" and introduces an overlap
errors concept. The paper further explains
the principle of repeatability used across the
detector. The descriptor approaches were
evaluated in depth in [11]. Depending on
parameters such as recall and accuracy,
descriptor is evaluated. The method used in
this paper closely matches the process set
out in Section V for this project. The
"Oxford" dataset is used similar to [10].
Paper [12] focuses mainly on the speed and
description of features. The speed
measurements in this paper were focused on
this. The results are, however, separated
from the entire duration taken for both the
detection of key points and the extraction of
descriptors,
as
opposed
to
the
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present paper.
The evaluation of both detectors
and
descriptors for image key features is
described in Paper [13]. The topic of this
article was the monitoring of images from
a basic video stream and to the test data
that were used to collect still photo frames
from a recording. This paper also describes
how repeatability and accurate descriptor
efficiency are to be measured. Rankov et al.
[14] proposed to use cross-correlation and
blending to establish high resolution,
nobleness and composite image. One frame
is linked to a composite image at a time.
The mixing takes place when the photo is
captured. The method presented is quick
because of the use of a table search
technique. Of three-dynamic, moving
objects with variance in illumination, bind
et al. [15] suggested panoramic photo
stitching. Two strong points of stitching
algorithms go through the contrasting
pictures of the source. SIFT and surf. SIFT
and surf Invariant of size and range of
rotation is the SIFT algorithm. The SURF
technique
is
having properties
somewhat similar to SIFT. Nevertheless,
the illumination invariance and good
computer peed are distinctive features.
Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) was
used for the blending process. Suen et al.
[16] showed that the influence of nonuniform contraceptives may be dismissed
by the curvature values. The approach is
used to eliminate the differences of the
curvature quality between the source
objects and the mosaic. The experiment
showed that clear cutting curves could be
reduced.
3.
FEATURES
DETECTION
DISRIPTION
vector based and binary based are the key
techniques of descriptors. Examples of
Vector descriptors are SIFT, SURF AND
PCA-SIFT
and
binary
descriptors are ORB and BRIEF. We shall
briefly review some of the most
common function detectors
and
descriptors in the following sections.
3.1 SIFT--David Lowe introduced SIFT [2]
and developed it in 2004. The vector
descriptor is currently the most commonly
known. It consists of four major phases
which are extrema detection for scalespace, position finding of the key points,
orientation and descriptor generation. Here
in the initial stage the key points
are derived on the basis of their strength
which is always oriented and scale
dependent on Gaussian. The wrong key
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feature points
are
removed
in
the second phase. Then in the next phase,
each key point is given one or more
orientations. For each key point, a vector
descriptor is generated in the final stage.
3.2 SURF-- Bay et al. suggested the SURF
algorithm [5]. It is based on the SIFT, but
for removing key feature attributes it works
differently. SURF is relied on the principle
of
a multi-scale
space principle and expedites its estimatio
n through the use of "integral images by
quick approximating Hessian matrix and
descriptor. During the description phase
haar wavelets are used.
3.2 FAST—FAST method is basically a
high performance and speed function
sensor designed to be used in applications
related to real- time. A circle of 16 pixels
around the candidate corner p is considered
by the Algorithm. A key image feature is
shown if n contiguous pixels are all darker
region and lighter of course than
the nominee pixel p plus t threshold [4] in
the ring.
3.4 HARRIS--A Moravec corner detector,
introduced by Harris and Stephens in year
1988, is Harris [3]. There is a detection
window in the image. Through switching
the window to a small amount in another
direction, the mean difference in frequency
is estimated. As a corner point, the center
point of the window is removed.
4. IMAGE BLENDING METHODS
The process of Blending of images is a
very
important step
in
the mosaic
image creation. For a variety of reasons,
such as variations in the camera angle
/responses, changes in illumination
conditions and geometrical alignment,
seams can be created between the input
photo. We have to determine how to
combine the output objects to eliminate
such lines. Blending images may
mask these
visible
seams
and can color variations between
these
images to construct an enticing view. This
section addresses some of the growing
image blending processes which are
adopted photo stitching.
4.1
Feathering
(Alpha)
Blending
feathering is the simplest way of creating
"blending"of the input images to remove
visible seam at the time of stitching
overlapped images . At each pixel it takes
an average value. A weighted average of
the two overlaying objects is the pixel
values in the intermingled areas. The
blending approach works best when the
pixels of a photo are well matched [17].
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4.2 Gradient Domain based Blending
method —This is the one of the
alternative way of blending images which
basically act as a human visual process in
the gradient region. The encoding of the
gradient is very important. In this method
the image gradients for are copied for each
image
source
in
a
second
pass. Reconstruction of the image that
better applies to these gradients [17].
4.3 Pyramid Blending method — The
pyramid
method
basically
consists
of a photo multi-scale design. It is suitable
for numerous applications, including
blending
of
images, picture compression, and noise red
uction. In this process , the pyramid of a
picture is a hierarchical picture. It is an
image collection at various resolutions.
Maximum resolution is the lowest level,
and lowest resolution is the maximum level
[18]. Two main repetitive operations exist
in the laplacian pyramid: Reduce and
expand. Firstly , it reduces the image
size in variable
sizes
with
Gaussian (Reduce). secondly
,
it extends the Gaussian to the lower level
and at that level (Expand) it subtracts the
image [18].
5. THE PROPOSESS STICHING
SYSTEM
We propose in this paper a functional
system for panoramic picture creation.
First, we use one of the extraction and
description techniques to extract and
describe featuring from the input images.
Then we use RANSAC homography to
match features. Finally, we use one of the
blending methods to generate the results.
We use the following steps in the image
picture stitching system:
1) initially image features are detected and
described of the overlapping input images
using
any
one
of
the various detection/extraction methods,
and
later
on
generate thefeatures descriptor.
2) Later on match these extracted image
features
with
each
other
based
on the descriptors selected after extracting
and describing them.
3) Then, with the RANSAC (Random
Consensus
sample),
which
deletes
undesirable feature points, we find the
features correct.
4) The final step of the mixing process is to
remove the seams between the images
processed. The final resultant mosaic
image with a high stitchable quality is
obtained using the image blending method.
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We will discuss the overall steps of the
proposed image mosaicing system in more
depth in the following sections. The steps of
panoramic picture system:
5.1 Extraction and description features :
The objective of
this
phase
is
to identify the unique key image features in
the input pictures. The relationships
between processed images can be compared
with each other. Overlapping images share
a number of features and these can be used
to build transformative relationships First, a
comparative study will be conducted
between a large number of different
extraction detectors,
including: Harris
detector method , SIFT method , SURF
method and FAST method for detecting
how many corrected detected feature points
and how much time it takes to process
them.
5.2 RANSAC Homography. The next
process of the image mosaicing system is
estimating the RANSAC
homography
matrix .
which is used to remove
the erroneously
detected points to
reduce the computation
time
using the Homography
Estimate.
The images are
selected by
using
the inliers and outliers key points selected
to match their closest position. The nearby
or neighbour pictures are determined.
RANSAC loop requires four feature pairs to
be selected at random. It calculates
Homography (mapping with the same
center between two points). there is
possibility of matching More than one
candidate with respect to the other
processed image for each key point. best
match is chosen Based on the distance
between their describers [19].
5.3 Image Blending—Lastly After image
alignment process, the input overlapping
images must be blended to avoid or to
remove visible seams. Image blending is
the last step in the development of an
imaging system which blends colures of
pixels in the overlapped region in order to
prevent the merging of objects in between
the frames.
6. EXPERIENTIAL RESULTS
Experiments with system having CPU of
2.6 GHz, with 4 GB RAM and
Windows 10 as an O.S. were performed
on a desktop. In the Python OpenCV ver
3.0 library, we have introduced a complete
imaging stitching framework. Next, we
tested those established techniques of
extraction and classification for the highest
quality performance, accuracy and the
lowest processing time. We have tested
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many widely
employed
combining
approaches to test the highest quality of
mosaicing process. for testing purpose We
have
applied
our
system
to
numerous groups of pairs of images. The
first
data
set consists
of two output images; as shown in figure-1
having each object has a resolution of
320x225. As shown in Figure-2 which is
second dataset with each photo is 480x320.
6.1 The responses of the extraction
detectors
Table-1
presents
the
number
of
detected characteristics and detects the
time for the first and second images in the
second set of data by the different detector
answers. We find that the most attribute
points were measured by Harris and SIFT,
but the
longest
processing period
amongst all
other featuresensing detectors was later taken. However,
both FAST and SIFT fulfil the highest
performance
but
have
the
least
calculation time.
Table 2 shows the corresponding feature
sets and time between the first and second
images in the data set tested for SIFT,
SURF and FAST detectors / descriptors.
The results demonstrate that SIFT took the
longest time, while FAST took the least
time to match. We concluded from the
results
,that
the
number
of features extracted is not an indicator of
the entire success or quality /performance
of the detector under consideration , but the
performance and quality of these image key
features
in conjunction with
the other
image key features. For example, in case of
SIFT Features that don't seem to provide
sufficient information for the corresponding
step can waste their time. While less
important than those identified by SIFT and
SURF, the key points detected by FAST are
much more accurate. The last step of the
stitching process is to merge pictures with
each other after referring to the input
images It is normal for objects to be
blended, for instance Alpha Mixing,
Gaussian Pyramid, Gradient Domain
Mixing.
6.2 The performance evaluation of the
resulting panoramic images
The resultant panoramic image mosaicing
Performance evaluation is a crucial activity
in the area of computer vision. In
compliance with PSNR, Standardizing
Negative Error, improving efficiency,
Similarity Index and Mutual Information,
we check our model performance [15].
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1) PSNR: This is related to peak signal to
noise ratio. The reliability of the
reconstruction is estimated by using this
performance parameter. The higher the
PSNR, the higher the picture quality
2) FSIM: This is parameters which is
related to a form for contrast calculation
between two photographs. It is also useful
parameter for measuring the similarity
between two images.We noticed that the
pyramid merging has the greatest PSNR,
greater FSIM, based on the experimental
results shown in the two tables i.e. table 3
and 4.
7. CONCLUSION
Different Techniques of feature detectors
and descriptors have been discussed to
efficiently stitch the images. The gradient
or
frequency
domain
may
be
used for image Mosaic process. In this
paper a brief description of both methods
intended by the nobles was summed up.
The aim of this research article is
to implement a
high-quality
image
stitching process and also
to
reduce
processing time, because in many
applications time is an important factor. So
we examined several different detectors and
descriptors for their compatibility. We
found that the best one is the FAST
algorithm. We've also manipulated three
common image blending/fusion categories
which are alpha or feather base blending,
gradient domain based and laplacian
pyramid blending. Pyramid mixing gives
the highest performance among the
blending process, as it indicates the greatest
correlation along with less correlated error
of the blended image output. The outcomes
of the analysis are measured according to
the parameters like PSNR, FSIM. The
blending of alpha, however, is the least
efficient. Ultimately, the FAST and
PYRAMID blending mechanisms show the
best performance relative to other blending
approaches. In the future, under certain
circumstances, such as blurry pictures of
data and changes in lighting, we will
evaluate implemented blending approaches.

(A)Data Set1: Image1
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(B) Data Set1:Image2

Ext
ractor/
Det
ector
HC
D
SIF
T
SU
RF

(C) Final Stitched Image
Fig. 1. The First Group of 2 Input
Images [20]

(A)Data Set2: Image1

Table 1. Performance Analysis of Feature
Detected
Time (s)
Total To
features
featu- tal
res
ti
me
Ima Ima Ima Ima
ge1 ge2 ge 1 ge2
111
3

101
8

0.51

0.43

2131

0.9
4

0.000
441

982

759

1.23

1.04

1741

466

358

0.24

0.53

824

2.2
7
0.7
7

0.001
303
0.000
934

FAS 887 867 0.11 0.13 1754 0.2 0.000
T
4
136
Extraction Detectors for The First and
Second Image of the Second Dataset
Table-2. The feature matching time
(seconds) of SIFT, SURF, FAST
detectors
Matching
Matching
features
time
Dataset
SIFT SURF FAST SIFT SURF FAST
DataSet1 658
343
96
1.248 0.568 0.313
DataSet2 618
358
89
1.759
.72
0. 31
Table-3. The Performance Analysis of
the Fast Detector Technique and
Different Blending Methods Used for
The First Dataset
Similarity
Parameters
PSNR
FSIM

(B) Data Set2:Image2
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Laplacian
Pyramid
42.12
0.625

Gradient
Domain
41
0.601

Alpha
Blending
39.6
0.477

Table -4. The Performance Analysis of
the Fast Detector Technique and
Different Blending Methods Used for
The Second Dataset
Similarity
Parameters
PSNR
FSIM

(C) Final Stitched Image
Fig. 2. The Second Group of 2 Input
Images [20]

Time(
s)
Per
featur
es

Laplacian
Pyramid
42.688
0.686

Gradient
Domain
41.685
0.612

Alpha
Blending
41.08
0.543
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